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Senate budget offers no groY1th
By MARCI BAKER
The budget proposal passed
recently by the Senate is· a
disappointing one for Central,
according to Courtney Jones, vice
president of business affairs. He
said the funds allotted for the
upcoming biennium are $81,000
less than those appropriated for
1975-77.

"It's .definitely not a growth
budget," Jones said. "If anything,
it's a carrying one and in some
areas there is a decline."
For example, he exolained _the
senate cut funds for student
services by $142,000, community
relations by $37,000 and physical
plant operating and maintenance
and support by $191,UUU. Jones
said the largest cut came in the

Mahaiani recuperates,
fall return ·expected
Political Science Professor Usha
Mahajani is progressing well after
having had a large brain tumor
removed at S'crippts Memorial
'Hospital in La Jolla, California.
The tumor was diagnosed "secondary malignant, highly localized." Subsequent tests have failed
to show signs of any other detectable tumors and Mahajani will
soon -begin chemotherapy.
Mahajani flew to California the
- weekend of April 9 after tests
conducted in Seattle showed a
possible tumor. Further tests at
- Scrippts confirmed the tumor, and
she underwent surgery Friday,
April 15.
According to Professor Robert
Yee, political science department
chairman, Mahajani is on a medical leave of absence this quarter.
But he says, "I expect her to be
coming back this fall." In fact, he
continued, she is already schedules
to teach that quarter.
Mahajani teaches courses in
international and Southeast Asian
politics. She also teaches a course

area of general instruction and ·have been excluded from legisladepartmental research. Its budget tive budgets.
Traditionally, explained Jones,
was cut $940,000 from the pre·
vious biennium.
local funds collected through tuiThough the overall budget is a tion fees and such have remained
conservative one, Jones said there' in Central's treasury.
But according to the Senate's
were some increases in areas such
as summer session, research, lib- budget, these funds would be
raries, institutional support and transferred to the state treasury
instruction and departmental re- · and put into one pot. All funding
for Central would then be approsearch in health sciences.
According- to an article in the priated from this source. There is
Daily Record, Senator Nat Wash- no real increase, said Jones, beington stated the Senate's pro- cause the legislature would be
posal would increase Central's giving Central money it would
'
oudget $5.4 million or 15.5 per have gotten anyway.
Jones said he was dis~ppointed
cent. Jones, however, said these
in the Senate's budget also because
figures are misleading.
"The 15 ,p er cent increase," he "they did not follow along the line.
explained, "is on the fund side, not of Gov. Ray's recommendation."
the expenditure side.'' After the Ray suggested funds be approexpenditures are figured in, there priated for 74 per cent of formula.
is little, it any, increase in the total The Senate, .however, budgeted
for 72 per cent of formula. Jones
budget amount.
Jones said the numbers Wash- explained that formula is the ratio
ington quoted were also mislead- between the number of faculty and
ing becaus~ they included locally the number of generated student
colle~ted funds which in the past credit hours.

in the politics of nonviolence. · Originally from India, Mahajani .
obtained her MA at Smith College
in Massachusetts and her PhD at
John Hopkins University in MaryJand.
Yee says Mahajani was teaching
_in .Australia in 1964 when "we
: mvited her _to. co~e ~ere because
of. ~er spe~1ah~at10n m Southeast
Asian studies.
Mahajani leads a very active
life, says Yee. She has given
numerous paper$ to professional
organizations, he explained, and
was active in Viet Nam matters.
Yee says Mahajani has also
published articles on the Bangladesh crisis, India,-Southeast Asian
affairs and the role of women from
A public open house will be held
an international perspective.
Yee received a letter from Frjday, May 13, in Central's
Mahajani last Monday, April 25. In Department of- Technology and
it she explained she has been ·Industrial Education with a wide
discharged from the hospital and is variety of demonstrations schednow recuperating ,at her home in uled in the different laboratories.
The T&IE department, which
Encinitas, California.
Messages may be sent to 343 offers instruction in -such speTrailview Road, Encinitas, Calif. cialities as electronics, metals,
,e ngineering drawing, woods, plas92024.

According to Jones, one reason
why the Senate's budget is low is
because the proposal does not
include a tax , increase.
The senate's approval of their
budget is not the final word on the
matter.
The House is now
working out a budget of their own.
Central may fare better there,
though Jones said there is no way
of knowing.
"Clearly .we are
getting information that the House
may take a different approach on
formula," he said.
But that
approach won't necessarily benefit
Central, he added. "It could go
either way."
Once the House has completed
their version of the budget, a joint
committee will probably be established to iron out differences and
come up with a final budget
proposal.' Jones said there is no
way of telling whether the final
version will allot more funds to
Central.
"Ali I ,.an say," he
concluded, "Is that it wi~l l>e
different."

TIE department slates

demonstrations, tOurs
tics, power and safety' has one of
the college's fastest growing programs.
From 5 to 10 pm in Hogue
Technology Building on 14th
Street, the open house is designed
to acquaint the public with the
departmental facilities, faculty ~nd
projects.
During the morning of May 13,
special tours of the building will
be conducted for a number of
industrial representatives, whom
college spokesmen · report are
hiring Central technology graduates with increasing frequency.
Similar tours will be offered to
public school and community college teachers on May 12.
All laboratories in the building ·
will be in operation during 'the
Friday evening public program
and visitors will be encouraged to
ask questions and make comments.
Listed below are a few of the
special demonstrations and activities open to the public:
Electronics--closed circuit television showing the inside of in-

tegrated circuits and transistors;
simple to complex digital circuitry
work, design and construction of
printed circuit boards, operation of
a "ham" radio station.
Engineering graphic--air brush,
perspective drawing, descriptive
geometry, machine drawing, architectural drawing and technical
illustrating.
Safety--video presentations of
traffic and industrial safety programs and displays · of safeiy
materials.
Plastics--injection molding, ther·
moforming, reinforced plastics and
blow molding.
Woods--building construction,
dra'wer construction, molding and
lathe operations.
Machine .metals--gear cutting,
tracer lather and turrel lathe operation, numerical control milling
and friction tapper.
Hot metals--foundry work with
jolt squeeze, core making and
aluminum/brass pouring.
Metallurgy--displays depicting
metals structure and the effects of
heat treatment.
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IT'S RODEO TIME_..:.Jim Van Winkle found the
bull _Jim Dandy a big problem in the first annual
collegiate rodeo here last year. The Central Rodeo
club is hosting a second rodeo Friday -at 7 pm, and
again Saturday and Sunda~ at 1 pm. In additfon to

student events, there will be professional
stoc_k for experienced collegiate cowboys. The rodeo
will be at the Ellensburg Rodeo grounds, three
blocks south of the campus. Admission is $2.[photo
by Paul Fridlund].

i

Women tracksters 2nd at SPI ..... 1 pg. 13
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Grad assistant 'volleys' to new post
By PAMELA WHITENER

Michael Crouch, graduate assistant at Central since fall, will
replace Erlice Killorn as varsity
volleyball coach when the season
resumes in September.
Killorn will be returning to
teaching full-time, having taught
sport theories, techniques and
procedures for many years.
"Miss Killorn has built a strong
nucleus, and the team last year
was a strong one. I will be trying
to build from there," Crouch said.
Crouch has not been sitting still
since learning of his new appointment. He has been busy sched\.tling tournaments and . invitationals for next season. The first
tournament for the Central vol·leyball team will be the first
of . October with Idaho
1 weekend
and Montana.
- Also early In tfie season, Sept.
30 and Oct. 1, the National
Association of Girl's and Women's
Sports will hold their convention
on Central's campus. Central is
one of four colleges in the nation
selected to host one of the conferences. The association sponsors
clinics, and they will include track
and field, gymnastics, basketball
and volleyball.
Central will also have a two-year
commitment to Division 2, which is
"small . college" teani play. the
Division 2 is for colleges of 3,000
girls or less. Those include such
colleges as Gonzaga, Lewis and
Clark and Whitworth.

Division 1 includes colleges with 5, which encompasses the Mid- t-shirts and others are ~till in the
enrollment of 3,000 girls or more: west.For the past three years, a planning stages.
for example, University of Califor- "small college" in Division 2, Texas
With the changing of Central to
.nia at Los Ang_eles, Southern Ore~ Lutheran has dominated nationals Division 2, international rules will
·gon State College,. Chico State, ; action.
also be used. The teams will be
Sacramento State and others of
For the Central team to travel allowed only six substitutions per
the same caliber.
to nationals in November, they game and will be allowed four hits
On October 28 and 29 the will need from between $3-5,000. off a touched block. In the past,
Central varsity will go against And although Crouch is· budgeting teams have has 12 substitutions
many of the Divison 1 schools in for the necessary funds, due to per game and only three-Mts off a
the Southern Oregon State Col- recent budget cuts, he feels the touched block.
- Even with these rule-changes,
lege Invitational at Ashland, Ore- chances are minimal.
gon. According to Crouch, "That
According to Crouch, women's Crouch is optimistic about the
invitational will show me alot of athletic philosophy is to work upcoming season. He is looking for
things, for one, if we will make it." together to raise funds .for trips help from some strong returning
. Prior to that, Central will host such as nationals and other needs. players.
The team play in Division 2 will
an invitational on October 14 and Crouch is doing his part with the
15 and will battle against schools volleyball marathon to be an- also be advantageous to Central.
such as: University of Washing- nounced in the ~uture, the sale o~ ~ccording to Crouch, although
ton, Simon Fraiser, Eastern Oregon, Unversity of Puget Sound,
Pacific Lutheran University,
Seattle University, University of
Idaho, Western Washington State
College, and one more school
(Oregon College of Education is a
possibility, but has yet to confirm).
Something new to Central this
By ROSE HULSMAN
tions to be filled out, ads in the
year will be the hosting of the
Crier, notices at the student emEastern Area Tournament on Nov.
A financial aid study was re- ployment office and all over cam4 and 5. Usually the event has cently conducted across the nation pus -about financial aid. The local
been held on the campus of Wash- to determine whether or not campus station and KXL.1£ have
ington State University in Pull- students have enough information ads on the radio. Television's
man. That invitational will include concerning financial aid. Of the Channel 10 advertises Central's
both Division 1 and 2 schools and thousands of college students in Financial Aid. Students are always
community colleges.
this country only 250 students - informed before they come to
Regionals will be held in participated in study.
Central in letters from the AdmisWillamette Oreg_on on Nov. 18 and
The study indicated that stu- sions Office to take advantal!e of
19. Only one team will advance to dents felt that not enough infor- the services that · Financial Aid
nationals out of Division 2.
mation was readily available on provides.
Nationals for the volleyball team financial aid.
"If students don't know about
_ will be held somewhere in Regio-n
Here at Central that does not financial aid after - ail of this
seem to be the case. Bill Wilson,
assistant director of financial aid
said, "H students don't know about
financial aid, it's probably because
they don't look at bulletin boards
and read the Crier.
There are brochures, applica-

Financial aid study differs
from Central's response

•

DON'T

We've· changed
Come see ·our new look
,

SPELL IT!

with

HOflP-Y- Day_s SP-ecial
Saturday April 30th

Budget Burger 29¢
Mini Sundae 29¢

GIACOBAZZI
LaDlbrusco

•SEVEN.THINGS

.

Imported by

1Oth & Alder 925-5442

Wine

WINE IMPORTS OF AMERICA LTD_,
HAWTHORNE, N.J.

WHEN IT'S RIGHT,

NOTTO DO
THIS SUMMER. ·

Summer can be fun if you know a few common things to avoid
doing.
.
1. Do not swim at any beach where they have loudspeakers
playing the soundtrack from "Jaws'.'
2. Do not. under any circumstances. try to pick up a cow.
3. Do not answer any want ad for a summer job that sounds
too good to be true- unless you enjoy selling steak knives.
4. Do not tell your parents that, after graduation. you have
decided on an exciting career in motel management.
5. Do not accept a date from anyone wearing a green leisure
suit and roller skates.
6. Do not, under any circumstances. attempt to feed your pet
gerbil a boa constrictor.
7. Do not forget the one word for beer. As your Dean of Beer.
I can think of nothing more important for you to remember.
So have fun. have Schlitz. and I'll see you next fall.

0

publicity apd advertising, it's
probably because they don't try to
find out about it", said Wilson.
In speaking with some students
here on campus (whose names
wish to be withheld), most of them
felt that Financial Aid's . services ·
are well-publicized and. they had
actually pursued abtaining financial aid themselves.
Any students who wish to find
out about Financial · Aid are encouraged to do so. The office is in
Barge 209. Applications and brochures are available there.

Dolphin to attend
summer seminar

HEYi
*

Division 2 is not as tough as some
schools in Division 1 due to· their
money situation and- ability to
offer scholarships, Division 2 still
has som~ tough teams.
He will be building on the
volleyball strength Killorn has
substantiated in the past with the
use of only ten offense and five •
defensive plays. Crouch will not be
restricted only to volleyball, but
will be assisting in track an<L will
teach folk dancing.
"Women's sports are no longer
to be just tolerated. It is my goal
to make a production out of
them-to make them enjoyable
and entertaining," said Crouch.

YOUKNow ·n

ESTES- DISTRIBUTING

Siglinda Steinhiller
Dean of Beer

Harriet Dolphin of Central's Art the guidance of VerheyeJl.
In 1972, Dolphin was equally
department has been invited to
participate in the summer seminar honored to accept a Fulbright
program for college teachers, Hays grant to study art history in
sponsored by the National Endow- Rome, Florence and Venice with
the well-known Italian art historiment for the Humanities.
Dolphin was selected after sub- an, Luigi Salerne.
mitting an application for a grant
Dolphin has been an art instrucand was later awarded the nation- tor at Central since 1969.
wide honor.
The seminar will be held on the
-CENTRAL RECREATION
campus of John Hopkins UniverSPRING77
sity in Baltimore, Maryland, and
will provide college teachers with
SUB Main Office
opportunities to work with distin963-1515
guished scholars in their fields. It
will also enable them to work at
institutions with libraries suitable Tent 'n Tube Rental Shop-SUB, ·
963-3537.
for advanced study.
The scholar with whom Dolphin Hours of operation: Mon. and will be working isEgon Verheyen Wed., 11-12; Tues. and Thurs.,
of the Johns Hopkins University. 10:30-1; Fridays, 10-2.
The area of research will be April 30Canoe Camping Trip, Lake
"Architecture as Symbolic Form:
Kaches. $5 includes transportation
The Building of the Capital of the May 14 Yakima River Float, 9 amU.S."
3 pm $3 includes transportation.
-Apart from the tasks of the May 21
Seattl~ Shopping Trip, 8
seminar, Dolphin will pursue an am-8 P?1 $3 includes transportation
individual i:.esearch project unde~
Games Room-SUB, 963-3315.
Hours of operation: Mon.-Fri., 10
am-10 pm; Sat. and Sun., 1
pm-10 pm.
Co-Rec-Nicholson Pavilion.
Passes for Staff and dependents .
available in SUB Main Office,
963-1515.
/
General Use: 5 am to 9:30 Mon.-fri.
10 am to 5:30 Sat. and Sun.
Swimming Pool: 8 pm to 9:30,
Tues, Weds., & Thurs., # pm to
9:30 Fri., 1 pm to 5:00 Sat. and
Sun.
Intramural Sports Program-for
men and women; Nicholson Pavilion, Room 108, 2 pm to 5 pm
Mon.-Fri.,
963-3537.
Tennis-Last day to resister April
18.
Barto Lawn Tourney-A dorm super sport challenge, June 6. Last
day to register, May 23.
1

·O\.

303 Wenas 962-2445

Kids Night Out-Grupe Conference
Center, 6 pm to 10 pm, Fri. For
dependent Children; ages 5 to
10--preregister in SUB Main Office.

1

'Curious Savage
premiers Apr. 28
-By DAVID ADAMS
-

"There are plenty of charities shows lately and three the play
for foolish people with desperate has goods women's roles. There
needs, and none for people with have been too many shows with no
good women's r<>les. ·
desperate needs to be foolish,"
said Ethel P. Savage.
This may sound like a senile old . "King Lear is one example of a
lady with noth~ng to say, or a play with very few women s
person with great insight and a roles," said Kron. "Considering the
size of the case, there were only
message to preach.
three women's roles in that play."
Actually she's both. Mrs. Ethel In "The Curious Savage" there are
P. Savage . (played by Candy eleve~ roles: 6 for women and 5 for
Barker) is the ' main character of men.
''The Curious Savage", a play
TfiIB.Is- Kroii's. first major prodirected by Kenneth Kron. "The duction as director. "I am someCurious Savage•• Will be playing at what nervous about it," said Kron.
Three-penny playhouse April "But I am having a lot' of fun with
28-30.
it and I'm enj~ying the challenge."
Accotding to Kenneth Kron,
Of .course there are other
The Curious Sav&2e is a three- characters be.sides Mrs. Savage in.
act comedy showing the 60-year
old Mrs. Savage's desperate need the play. ·There are such 'unfor.to be foolish and to help others be gettable characters as Hannibal,
the same way. However, Mrs. who thinks he can play the violin·
Savage constantly faces her chil- like any master of art, but in
dren's greed and sttempts to stop .reality can only scratch · out two
notes.
her from, as .they say, "foolishly
spending her mol!ey."
And Mrs. Paddy, is a dumpy;
middle-aged woman of awesome
Kron said: "It's a comedy fe~ocity .- She is angry . with the
throughout the show except in the
world and hasn't spoken a word in
last scene the drama unfolds into a . the past twenty years except to
good strong scene." The setting of · acclaim what she hates.
.
the .play is a · mental institution. .
i
Lest :we forget Mrs. Savage's
"1 chose this play for three f ·children. Titus Savage is a well
reason," Said Kron. "One it's a ·. dressed, cons~rvative man in his
corned~ with meaning; two, I felt late 30's who acts .soberly, humor'

.

,..

~

-

Let go
lessly and very direct. Titus is an
unpopular senator i~ Washington,
DU who tends _
to · disagree ~itb
everyone, especially with the.
President.

you

stupid -oxl

tinguish'ed man lost in the power
o_f his brother's cold authority and
his sister's self-ass-urance~- HiS
~steerii is in being the only judge
m the US to have most of his decisions reversed.

[Photo by George _May]

to take: on Titus as a character,
because I've never -played-a-pair
like this Mfore.-I -feel -l've met the
challenge~ 'liowever ."
-- - "
"The Curious Savage~· is· a ·neat
play," said Radford, "because everyone can kick back and enjoy it."

Titus Savage is played by
Lily Belle Savage "'ls Titus'
40-year-old sister who - is tall, Patrick Radford, who says he
Of course there are other charslender, chic and assured. Her in- · never had to work ha,rder than on acters in the play, but they will
ability is to hold onto one of her six the character of Titus.
have to be seen and enjoyed April
husbands.
28-30 at 8 pm when "The Curious
"Titus is the snob. of the show, Savage" - open_s in Three-~nny
And there is._ 'ritus'- brother, the one you hate throughout the Playhouse. There is .no admission
Samuel Savage._ A short, undis- play," said Radfor. "It was· difficult charge and everyone is welcome.

Food Day studied nutrition
tions as potential solutions to the
current food dilemma:

Last Thursday, Ap:ril 21, several
events took place in the SUB
marking the observation and celebration of National Food Day.
Booths were set up to offer various
food samples and to disseminate
nutrition .information.
Several films ·c~ncerning food
and nutrition were shown. One
. film, A Chemical Feast, was intended .for anyone who ever wondered what Morton Cream Pies,
. Kool-Aid, Froot-Loops, Whip 'n'
· Chill and potato chips · were all
about: AMther film, Hunger,was
·an extremely bizarre . animated
feature that dealt with insatiable
gluttony and a possible hellish.
consequence.
Jan Mey~~. one ofthe coordina-

I· hate everything in

[photo by George May]

H. A. ·Believe l_
t -o r"Not
By ANITA NOLL

· ing medical aid gives the best
results.
These four indications calling for
immediate medical attention may
be summed up as' severity, persistence, repetition and doubt. Any
one of the four is sufficient. Two or
more .add to the urgency.

If everyone were to call his
physician for every pain or ache,
cut or scratch, bump or bruise,
doctors would be so busy with
little things they would not have
time to take care -0f serious
illnesses.
The following four
points are, suggested as a general
These facts have been brought
guide to help decide when to seek to you by your local Health Action
medical aid:
Club.
*When complaints seem to be too
'severe to be endured.
·

observers on .topics including hidden costs in food, transportation of
food, ecological concerns and food
production. ·Meyer said, "A few
years.ago an event like this would
have dwelled on what we can do to
help ,the world's starving because
of our apparently secure position
of abundant food supplies. Today,
we are realizing that our abundance of food is actually dependent
on a massive input of fossil fuels -for fertilizer, gasoline, for machinery and transportation. We are
running out of fossil fuels and we
are importing more· and more.
There is n9 way around this
crisis." "'
Meyer offered several sugges-

Putting this
in your future.

* When apparently minor symptoms persist for more than a few
days.
* When symptom returns repeatedly.
*When in doubt. It is safer to see
a physician than to take a chance.
Home remedies may postpone
proper medical treatment, mask
the symptoms, increase suffering
and expense and sometimes endanger life. Promptness in obtain-

t~rs spoke briefly to the Food Day

~

"'-

.'~5ft%ii?.": -:~~~-,

Al St.evens

925-4176

1) Take care of your needs .as
close to home as possible -- lessen
the strain on the ecosystem.
2) Grow your own food.
· 3) Insist on food that is locaily
grown.
4) Support locally-based businesses and institutions.

was provided . with celebrating
National Food Day. "They're both
tasty," 11,e said~

' -

5) Support methods of agricul- .
ture that work ecologically, that
is, rely on the recycling of various
energy rather than on inputs froni
other systems. . ·

.

6) Realize that in fact, ecologically the least costly (and the
least profitable) processed ar'e
relatively simple and :use locally
available resources.
·
Another 'Food Day ·coordinator,
Don Caughey, gave an adequate
explanation of why the jazz music

NOW IT'S
THEIR
TURN!
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DAVID PAYSON

lmagin·e Owens replacing President Brooks
Now that the Presidential looking over their shoulders. They the geography department. True Huskies to two straight Rose Bowl probably make a good ~ollege
' Search Committee has a Board of . hear the footsteps. .
enough, he has more clout than wfos in- his 16 years as Husky president. Hell, his players would
Trustees to answer to, it ean
With this in mind, then, it's most, but considering he has not pigskin mentor.
roll over and die if he told them to.
resume its search for a replace- interesting to speculate whether filled the position in a long time it
Most of you probably need no · He wa_s just that kind of a leader.
ment for James Brooks. Brooks, . Brooks will havehis posltionln- tne · could be judged dispensible by the introduction to Owens. But for
But there was another inerit
as you have probably heard by geography department waiting for
powers that be. Geography, after those of you who somehow never
· now, is stepping down as Central's him when he returns from his all, has not changed much in heard of him, Owens is the big about Owens the coach that quali; president in August of 1978.
sabbatical.
Brooks' absence. Everything is handsome fellow who does such a fies him to be considered for
·
As the plan goes, Brooks will
The thought that he could -lose pretty much where it always was. good job in that Rainier beer Broo}{s' positio_n~ He was a great
take a year's leave of absence after this position is not that inconceiv- Central, for example, is still in commercial on TV. You know, the strategist. He had that ability to
he resigns his presidency and then able when considering that the Ellensburg, which is still in the one with Mickey Rooney, where "keep them guessing." Once he
got over that thing of having his
return .to the college as a geo- ' very man who h-eadsthe aforemen- Kittitas Valley, which is still on they are pursuing that giant beer:
team
run all the time, you never
the
east
side
of
the
Cascade
"Pop
its
cap!
Pop
its
cap!"
Jim
graphy professor.
tioned committee to find a replace~
knew what the Huskies were
Mountains
in
the
state
of
WashOwens
is
the
big
fellow
paddling
ment
for
Brooks,
Burton
Williams,
That, at least, was the original
going to do. Pass. Run. Fumble.
the canoe.
·
· plan before the budget . cutting is rumored to have been notified -i!lgton, and so on.
Anyway, during his long rein They could do it all. And in the
that
if
RIF
becomes
a
'
reality,
he
torches were turned on in jymAll of this is speculation, of
face of the current threat from
pia. Now, however, with the uch will be the number four man in the course, and has nothing much to do as Husky football coach, Owens Olympia, it's exactly these kind of
was quite a guy and his teams
history
department
to
go
~
feared RIF menacingly starin the
with the main thrust of this article, were known for their tenacity and tactics we need to survive. Those
college in the face, everv educator
At any rate the' point of this which is to suggest to the Presi- conditioning, and even if they guys aren't just fooling around
o!!_th_e campus-President Brooks small irony is to show that with dential Search Committee the
didn't always win, they usually with this budget-cut talk. They
included~must be feeling queezy the tremendous pressure coming name of a man who would make an · played like hell and did what the mean business. They're like the
pangs of insecurity.
from Olympia, non'e of these excellent replacement for Presi- Big Fellow told them. That was opposing team in a football game.
F.or sure; it'~- ~- paranoid time at. faculty positions are that secure. dent Brooks. This inan in none the thing about Owens as a They want to beat us, hurt us!
Central. If you don't believe this,
Now this may or may not be the other than Jim Owens., former UW coach--he commanded respect.
just observe all the teachers situtation witp Bro~position in footb~ll coach who guided the And this is one reason he would
Carrying this football analogy a
step further then, with Owens at
the helm at Central, he could
employ this same · play-mix strategy against Olympia, keeping
them off balance and guessing. If
it's fourth and goal on the one, we
could
punt. If it's third and 27, we
As
in
the
case
of
the
dead
sheep,
It was Sherman who said war is experimentation under. the ·disIncredible indeed!
For a long time the Army a tardy admission of the truth is could run a draw play up the
hell. Someone else said all's fair in guise of national defense?
love and war. Somewhere beLast December Republican Sen. insisted it used nondisease causing supposed to purge the long-stand- middle. We might not get a first
ing lies -yvhich cloaked the so-called down, but at least Olympia will
tween these adages, war is, we Richard S. Schweiker· of Pennsyl- "biological substances" in eight
suppose, justification for develop- vania called for an investigation of areas. Recently, however, Brig. "simulated" assaults against inno- never know what we're going to do
next. Owens just might pull it off.
ing all possible weapons to be used reported Army germ warfare Gen. William S. Augerson, head of cent people, Americans, in fact.
.tas head administrator of this
in the hellof war- as a matter of _tests saying, "It's incredible these research and development for the
Worse than that, however, is college, He just might leave those
self-defense if nothing else.
tests were ever considered, let Army, admitted it was not until
the suspicion that even now the politicians so befµddled, the~ .
Must this include germ warfar~? alone conducted. usin~ th~ Ameri- 1969 and ·1970 evidence developed
Army is making plans or already is would drop all this nonsensical talk
That's a que'stion which has can pe?ple as gumea ?1gs ~n secret, indicating the bacteria it formerly
involved in prog?"ams of similar of reduction in force. and budget
been kicked around among the pote~tiall~ ..deadly biological war- said was harmless, might be
danger. (cont. on page 5)
cuts and leave us alone.
harmful after all.
brass, the civilians who are sup.- fare tests. Besides all this, Owens looks the
posed to controi the brass and
role.
He looks like a college
those who ponder the entire idea
president should look, a big fellow
of man's inhumanity to man in
for whom people would clear out of
war.
the way.·
It's bad enough, then, that the
Army lied to the public for 18
Clearly then, Jim Owens' name
months before admitting its aerial
deserves to be placed high one the
spraying at a Utah test site did kill
Presidential Search Committee's
thousands of sheep in the early
list of prospective replacements
1970's.
for Brooks. The position is just too
i Now it's clear that not only were
important to be "given away," as
'live germs introduced to the air
some critics say was the case with
over the sparsely-populated desDan Evans' appointment at Evererts of the West, they also were
green. Really, there aren't that
distributed for nearly 20 years,
many former governors of this
beginning in 1950, in New York .
state around and good candidates
and San Francisco subways and at
are few and far between.
other places where ~·many people
John Wayne, who occasionally
live and work.
does
some sportsfishing in this
There is evidence pneumonia
state, is another interesting posamong infants and the death of a
sibility for the job, although with
San Francisco man may be attriall his other activities, he probably
buted to the test.
Another
wouldn't be interested.
bacteria has been identified by the
National Center for Disease ConHe's a big fellow, too.
trol in Atlanta as "potentially fatal
1
to humans."
3()t\~ 16~\}Jhl\~~I 11
Are we to consider all this
,
1

KELLY RYAN

Arll1y denies germ warfare sludge

1
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To the editor

Symposium
big, small
success
The symposium was a small and
big success. Everything went off
without a hitch and all the talks
and shows and presentations and
con~erts were tremendously high
quality stuff. I liked Toelken the

man but the talk was a little high
schoolish hut those in the audience
of that level thought it - was
perfect. The scientists gave very
stimulating talks to minimal audiences. Fitzgerald gave a talk that
aroused either excitement or anger; 1 liked it. Frank Bach's movies
were critized as being "Too slick
and too professional" but I thought
they were great, and Bach is ·
personally so modest, quiet, old-.
fashioned and _self:effacing, I am
glad to see he has a musical, fast

[

showy aspect to his p_ersonality
that comes out in his moving
picture~ of art.
The symposium shows. we
have a great and lively divison and.
by far the best division in the
whole college with the best people
and the most lively ideas. I think
a~thropo~ogy would join us as the
future liaison between the linguistic aspects of anthroplogy and
English and philosophy is as great
as the need to combine study of

myth in primitives with literary
study of myth.
Despite persecution and public
indifference and 'even student and·
administration pr.ejudice, the
Humanities Division has all the
genius and all the intrinsic fascination with human nature and our
world . and _all the teacher _poet
thinkers know.ers--we could use
more enthusiasm in many departments. I wish we all had the
enthusiasm the art department
has but th-a t will perhaps come

Robert Goedecke

Letters

in waiti'19
We are presently incarcerated
at the Attica Correctional Facility
in the state of New.York. We are
seeking to get together with
· anyone who wishes to maintain a
corresponding relationship with
us. If anyone is interested in
writing you will find our names
and address at the close of this
letter. Thank you for taking your
valuable time to read our letter.

J

Opinion

~

BILL KOSSEN

Central leads in energy waste
There has been much advice · no clothes removed.
lately on how to conserve energy,
As the hot season descends upon
.but as far as Ellensburg is concern- us, more fuel will be wasted in
ed,conservation seems to be up to trying to keep the newer buildings
the individual.. Central has to be those with no windows to open,
one of the leaders in the state in "optimumly acclimated", which.
wasting energy.
means they will be alternately
And strangely enough, the cru- heated or cooled to 72 degrees.
sading Campus Crier has not even
Ridiculous!
Who is responsible for this?
.mentioned the college's waste.
The Crier is filled with tips on how From Dixy the governor on down
a person can save energy; every- to the basement custodian, state
thing from taking a shipboard"like employees seem to feel justified in
showers to sharing a study lamp 1.ivasting energy while the public is
with a friend. But there has not urged to conserve energy.
Maybe the state employees are
been one work printed about the,
overheated, poorly-designed build- not worried about any energy
in__gs on campus.
shortage because they feel the
Humans, being amazingly adapt- more they waste, the more justifiable creatures, cag usually adjust cation there is in constructing
to slight changes in temperature. nuclear power plants. And you
So why must people, who drop know how much Dixy Lee loves
their thermostats at home to save her nuclear power plants.
fu~l and money, have to . submit
themselves to the sauna-like condiIf we cannot handle a drop of
tions in Central's buildings? .
five degrees in room temperature
----In winter, -it is very uncomfort- or having windows that open', then ·
able to leave a home heated to 65 ' maybe we do need a nuclear power
degrees , to walk in the 35 degree plant.
And 4,000 watt home
_ temperature outdoors and then · stereos; and elect!'ic~lly-warmed
enter a school building, wher~ it is shorts; and indoor forests and
a very tropi~al 72-plus degrees.
lakes; and a b~ckyard of our very
·· For many, this creates drowsi- own nuclear wastes; and the
ness; for others, it becomes as geniuses who design, operate and
comfor~able as ~ ·steambath--with maintain nuclear plants are only

with time or maybe it will never
come. Next year we should do a
symposium on "Honey and Wine"
and start now to 'get the main
speaker.

human like the rest of us and are
capable of making mistakes too;
and .....

Yours truly, . .
George and Leon

Whew! It is just too hot in here
George Fisher, 74 C 207, Bo
to write more. Think I'll go home
x·
149
and relax inside the deep freeze.
Attica NY 14011 .
Leon Bryant, 75 C 206, Box 149,
Attica, NY 14011
.
(cont.frompage4,

Brass warfare
The credibility factor in this
instance is practically nil.
When questioning various Pentagon brass, the Senate Committee on Biological Warfare showed,
by their questions, they were
confronting massive lawlessness
by various armed services, secret
tests.
Their questions revealed, also,
that they remain baffled about
how to get at the truth and how to
prevent abuses in the future. The ·
manner in which the committee

confronts these challenges will
determine if the Senate hearings
on the subject of germ warfare will
produce answers to some of these .
questions the country needs to
hear.
It also is interesting that two of
those who encouraged the cover- .
ups involving the related deaths of
animals and humans as a result of
the gasing in Utah in 1970 were
Harold Brown, Secretray of Defense, and Cyrus Vance, now See
retary of State.

DON'T
SPELL IT!

Classified
Applications now being ac- Accredited university coursed.
cepted for Summer 1977 and 4,6,8-week summer terms or
Academic Year 1977-78 for quarter, semester, full year
MOSCOW, LENNINGRAD, terms. Summer from $710. Year
LONDON, PARIS, DIJON, term from $1590. CONTACT:
NICE, VIENNA, FLORENCE, CENTER FOR FOREIGN
SALAMANCA, fERUGIA, STUDY S/AY Amissions--Dept.
GENEVA, COPENHAGEN, M, 216 S_. State/Box 606, Ann
AMSTERDAM. All subjects for 1\rbor, Michigan 48107.
all students in good standing. ,telephone: 313~662-5575.

GIACOBAZZI
Lainbrusco
Imported by

Wine

WINE IMPORTS OF AMERICA LTD.,
HAWTHORNE, N.J.

SUNDAY IS ONE OF SIX NIGHTS
WITH

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
IN
THE CABOOSE ROOM

Happy hour

FEATURING

5-7 pm

r ·h _u rsday
Night .

Dine
·a t EI lensburgs
finest Restaurant

•

IS

~

The Iron 'Horse

Tuesday thru Sunday

Ladies.:
Night
7-10 pm
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_Professor studies far tribe
-

-

Primitive culture exhibits sharing traits
They live in a rain forest climate.
- The only way to get to · these
Central Professor Kathleen people is to walk or fly in.
Adams, who lived with a tribe of
According to Adams, the tribe
'Guyanese Indians while working has gone through changes in the
.
dis- past 80 years. The area was known
on her doctora1 d1ssertation,
cQv~red' many customs. - For ex- to be rich in diamonds, gold and
· h. f'1ve wives other natural.· resources. Mining
amp1e, a tn'b esman wit
and twenty children, little girls companies came to the area, and as
. who are pressed early into house- a result of the influx of people, the
hold duties and a society based on tribe's customs and habits changed.
sharing_.
"Many of the tribesman went to
Adams lived with the Baraina work in the miiies and as a· result
River Carib trib.e in northern Guy- some of civilization's culture blenana for ·a year in 1971.
ded in within the tribe," she said.
"I .first became interested in the
In the 1930's there were 200
Barama River Carib, when I was a people in the tribe, and as a result
child. My father read me Hudons. of the technology brought in by
Green ~ansions. It was a very · the miners, their number has
romantic novel about Guyana and swelled to over 500.
its primitive people as seen through · · "Their society is stili based on
the eyes of civilized people. That sharing and is very much a part of
novel inspired me to get aquainted their lives. They try to help each
and learn more about them," she other," she said.
said.
The Barama River Caribs hunt,
"When I first got there, the fi~-~ and raise vegetables for their
peopl~ would not speak to me, food. Their staple is the .Kassava
especially the women. It took · root. Although the root . itself is
three, months to break the ice. I toxic, the tribesman grind up the
was persistent and interested and roots and squeeze out the toocin to
eventualiy they adopted me. It make it edible.
was like they decided to take care
"These people practice transient
of me," she said.
agriculture. They slash and burn
The:Barama River Caribs live in parts of the jungle to the ground
the · northern portion of _g~yana. so they can plan~ their gardens. As

By GARY FISHER

the weeds begin to encroach on the conce:rned with their absolute was to teach them art. "I had no
garden, the people move their age," she said. ·
experience what so ever in the
garden rather than pull the weeds,"
"The children ph~y a lot. · They subject, so I got some paper and
she said.
have some'very complicated games _ crayons and _told them to draw."
"An interesting aspect of their played with strings, that I could
She said the Barama River
culture is, these people have watch · never understand. ·Little girls are
birds as well as dogs. These birds pressed into household work at an Carib people are not ready to go _
are very nice and make loud early age, while the boys have a - out into the cities. It's because
squawks to warn the tribesman -pretty carefree life."
they do not have the knowledge of
that a person is· approaching from
"While I was there I never saw a the English language.
the jungle," Adams said.
_ child disciplined. Maybe they dis"Many of their customs and
Another custom of the Barama ciplined their children while I was traditions are changing. This is
River Caribs is they practice not present, I don't know. The · because of the language change.
polygymy. They don't practice it in government has organized schools But despite these changes, they
the sense of civilized culture, but for these children, but the .teach- still hold onto some of their
in the sense of sharing. If there are ers have to go out and catch or customs. They still care about
seven males an.d eight females, one · round them up in order to have other people's feelings.
male will take an extra wife. This classes," she said.
- ''These people -are looking for
is t_o keep the extra female from
"The children are very fond of the future," she said.
being left out, and·make h_er feel a 'Tarzan of the Apes'. They will
Adams said she •has returned to
part of the tribe, according to walk miles to see the inovie," she these people seyeral times since
Adams.
· added. _
.·
'
.
her original visit and says, "I plan
"One man in the· tribe had five
Adams said one of her duties '>n goi11g back in the future."
wives and 20 children. At night the .
four younger wives would sleep .
around him in their separate .
__ __
. · '. ·
·
·
hammocks .. The older wife was
anti-social and never talked to him
_•1
· or me," she said.
_
"When I first got there I asked
The third in a series of poetry
the people their names and ages. I
. readings, sponsored by Central's
soon found out that was one of the
Department of English, will fea· toughest answers to get from
ture Ellensburg poet· Richard
people while I was there. It was
Denner at Grupe Confere~ce Cen9uite a chore. They are ~ot really
ter, 7:30 ptn, May 4.
His reading will feature selec~
tions from his new book
"Scorpion", with other readings
from his published and unpub•
lished works.
Pri9r to residing· in Ellensburg,
he has lived in Berkley, Calif, and
Alaska. While at Berkley he was
associated with the internationally
noted ·poetry street readings.
'Admission to all of the English .
department's poetry series is free
and open to the public.

p 0 et r y s e r •I e s
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For LazyDays,And SummerNig_hts
our ''Sing Into Spring''System.
List $455

NOW $29.9

Job open in gs listed
The following positions are cur· rently available in · the Student
Employment Office. For further
information, please contact the
office in Barge 101.

r-----:

----.00PION~· ·

l•PICKERlftCG I C1~·

Sruuui

Here-, for n~t very much money, is a complete ,
music system that breathes quality from . every
c;:omponent.H's mode for music and springtime
and warm, easy evenings. There's even a headphone ic;ack so you can keep the sounds all to · ~
yours·elf, for listening ·ear.ly or late or when ·
the room ie is studying.
.

.

A word about the components: Gook looking,
efficient Pioneer Sound Proiect 60-A speakers
are _pe_rfectly ma_t_
c hed __ to a Sansui 221 arn/fm
receiver. A Garrard 440M automatic turntable,
with a richly deserved reputation for gentle,
reliable record handling, is fully equipped with
base, dust cover and Pickering V 15/ ATE4
cartridge.
·

Babysitting (B-6) available. :
Needed from 12-2 pm Mon.-Thurs.
Custodial (C-1) on campus. Must
have 2/3 hours free daily.
Kitchen .Aide (K-1) part time
employment, evenings and weekends.
Mail Delivery (M-2) on campus,

YD's profile goals
,Central hosted the Young Democrats (YD) 45th annual state
convention here during April 15-17.
'Keynote speaker, Ron Dotzaurer,
· . Clark County auditor and past YD
president and Central graduate
opene~ the ev·e nt which hosted 150

o ·N 'T

SPELL IT!

So :trea-t yourself to somethi.ng nice--come home
to some sounds after you·r day in the sun!

Time Purchase Plan:
• $34.25 Down
$24.87 Per Month
• 12 Payments at
12% - on approved
credit

GIACOBAZZI

• Deferred payment
price ... $332.69

Imported by_

e

from ~-12 ._noon, daily.
Office Assistant (0-1) needed
immediately from 9-1 pm Mon.,
Thurs. and l4'ri.
Painting (P~ 1) available. Involves painting the interior of
three rooms.
Telephone Solicitor (T-2) - part
time employment, evening hours.
Yardwork (Y-5) available; hours
arranged.
Barperson (B~7) must have ex-·
perience. Hours: 6-12 pm . TuesFri. . and 6 ~m-2 am Sat.

Laillhrusco
Wine
1

WINE IMPORTS OF AMERICA LTD.,
HAWTHORNE, N.J.

Democrats from the · state of
Washington.
- The- conference dealt with current legislative issues, the election
of new YD officers and with the
YD Constitution.
Officers elected to the YD
executive team include: · Greg
Nickels. (incumbant, Seattle) pres. ident; Karen Borders, - (WWSC)
exec. vice president; John Swenson, (Spokane) first vice president;
Gary Furlong, (Seattle) national
committeeman;
Mark Lange,
(WWSC) western vice president;
· and Bob Doyle, (WSU) as eastern
vice president.
Other business of the YD's
produced a working endorsement
for Marv1n Durning, 7th District
candidate for Congress. Special
note was also given to Central,
WWSC and South Central of
Spokane as outstanding YD clubs.
-Goals of the YD conventioners
are: Increased relation~ with legislators in Olympia, the election of
Marvin Durning, increased YD
membership and ·the election. of
Debbie Kingsley to the National
Democratic Committee.
Guest speakers at the convention included Representative Mike
McCormack (4th District), Representative Norm Dicks (Tacoma)
and Senator Joe R. Biden of
Delaware.
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Coaches conference ...

It's ca Iled softba 11
The Red Bush .met the Ball
Busters in an intermurals. s/ugfest Monday. Th_e Red Bush
dropped the Ball Busters 17
to 5.
The teams are- just two of 86
teams in the intermu.ral
program.. Over 1,000 Central
students participate in one of
nine leagues.
.

For those ·who play it is 'a

welcome break from hours of
study.· .

I

Wham!

Out at first.

· Team spirit. ..

?
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Arts & Entertaininent
It's a happen in' By Jon Daigneault

·Barto's disco iive outpowers ·m·usic shortage
There was no shortage of music
for Ellensburger's last week. For.
all you cowboys and cowgirls there
was . Ranger Bill and The Rough
Riders, a three piece group,
playing at the Cornerstone.
Ranger Bill and his band of renown
provide lots of loud countrywestern music while the attending
entouraS?;e furnished the "barn- ·yard stompin'." • . '
' Included in the band's stock of
. songs were She's No Angel by the
- New Riders of The Purple Sage
(which sounds like NRPS's Panama Red with different lyrics) Me
·and Bobby McGee by Kris Kristofferson (sounding as faded
as a pair of old blue jeans), It's Not
Love But It's Not Bad by Merle
Haggard (they call him Merle) and
Beatles' (how did they get in ·
there?) I'll Cry Instead.
· The band was awfully loud for
cou~try music, but I found that the
patrons of the pool. tables would
have been that willing to stuff
pool sticks in my ears had I not
ducked from time to time while
~sitting at the bar adjacent to the

pool tables.
too loud (unusual for . any band
Ranger :Bill's bassist used a playing outdoors) and there were
"walking bass" style extensively. numerous mess ups which deHad he used it more he might have ,tracted from their tightness. I'll
needed a leash for his guitar. The . give 'em credit though--they demusicianship of Ranger Bill and · finitely knew how to iive around.
The Rough Riders, however, was :, One thing I don't u~derstand is :·
adequate for the type of music that were so many people groaning
they were performing.
' when the band announced they
Signaling the beginning of the were going to play Car Wash.
1977 outdoor concert season was - Sporting a new guitarist,
last Friday's Barto lawn extrav- bassist, sound-bo~rd operator and
a-ganza complete with beautiful lighting techinician was Crown, a
spring weather and approximately five-member group from Seattle.
400 to 500 half-naked people Crown's music is basically stansoaking up their quota of epider- dard to hard rock oriented. Some
mis carcinogens. Friday's "outdoor of the big name bands represented
disco" featured Roy Harrison and in their selection were Emerson
Release (sounds like a take-off on Lake and Palmer (excerpts from
Ronnie Laws and Pressure). the albums Trilogy and Brain
Release, a siX piece electric and Salad Surgery), Jethro Tull Locobrass band, played funk, funk and motive Breath and Cross-Eyed
more funk.
Mary, Fleetwood· Mac Rhiannon
In the hierarchy of di.sco bands and Aerosmith Last Child.
if EpiCenter are the Kings, 180
Crown, playing Goofy's last
Proof the Queens (no pun intended week seems to be having trouble
to Freddie Mercury and his band getting it all together with the
of the same name), and Sapphire new additions to the band. Sound
the Jacks, then Roy Harrison and levels and balance were shaky and
Release are the Jokers. They were electr~cal circuitry somewhere a-

ROBERT DE NIRO

long the line was making a lot of theless, the band will have to
tighten up considerably if they
racket.
want to wear the "Crown". The
Crown has had better days. The distinction of this week's "negative
key boardist (who has a master's capability" award goes to Crown.
Even though the lead vocalist
degree in music and also whips
out some hot licks and sax and told us in their version of the
flute--especially the flute solos Stone's Street Fightin' Man,
complete with the Ian Anderson "What can a poor boy do, but play
moves on the Tull material) and in a rock and roll band," let us hope
the drummer (with his two tym- (as we were told in their final
panis and gong) have been and still number title by the Who) that we
are highlights of the band. Never- Don't Get Fooled Again..

Film fest awards
By RQSE HVLSMAN
The 5th annual Washington
State Student Film Festival was
held in Ellensburg on April 1 and
2,1977. Students throughout the
state won awards in the competition.
Central's Rob Fraser took first
place in the college category for
his film entitled Nature Walk.
Fraser's film ·,is; a black and
white animation with color added.
It consists of still pictures of

people walking through a building
on campus. Fraser iad-oo color for
design of abstract shapes and sizes
forming a naturalistic splash on
tl!_e w~lls in the picture.
Bob Davis won 3rd place in the
same catej!ory for his film That
Time of Year, which is a sentimental and touching flick about old
age.
_
Both of these films and others
that have won awards during the
last five years are available for
check out in the audio-visual
library in Boullion.

City. choirs to herald
music event at Hertz
Ellensburg's Eighth Annual the program. The anthems will
Choir Festival will by presented incorporate the use of three trumon May 1 in Hertz Hall at 7:30 pm. pet,s and two trombones.
In celebration of National Music
Sponsored by the Ellensburg
Week, designated as the first Music Study Club, a local chapter
week in May by the National of the NFMC, the goals of the
Federation Of Music Clubs (NF Festival are to foster better choral
MC), the festival will ~erve as a music as well as gather the choirs
· community-wide observation of together to hear one another
event.. Some 120 singers, perform and socialize.
1 the
rangmg trom age three to semor
Lynn Dupin, Central associate
citizen will be participating.
professor of music, is the president
Church choirs, both youth and of the Music Study Club and
adult from the Ellensburg area are coordinator of the Festival. She
allotted ten minutes in which to , · believes the club will encourage
. perform their selections.
music. ill the home, the community
Participants in the Festival will and in the schools.
' ~~~~::ts~e~;:~~s::rofe~~~~~n an~. f(::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::ili;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::J
Leavitt directing the First Pres-

~~~}:~n~~!~t:~;~;[~J

....

II/entertainment

~;;~~:;c~:j :~: g:!~~~i:;~~;: jjj
ers, senior Robe.rt Hoachin directing the First Chris!ia_n Choir and
Barbara Brummett .of the .music
department directing .the Ellensburg Community Chorus.
Following the individual _choir's
program, the singer:;; will join in
two massed choir anthems to dose

.A PRIL 2·8 , 1977
St.JB THEATER
3,7 & 9:30 PM

DON'T
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$1~00

ADMISSION

GIACOBAZZI
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CARTOON ·THE PINK PANTHER

Imported by
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WINE IMPORTS OF AMERICA LTD_,
_ HAWTHORNE, N.J.
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THURSDAY APRIL 28
-Fine arts event in the SUB pit at
noon.
Taxi Driver will be the ASC
!eaiure film to be held in the SUB
theatre 3, 7 and 9:30 pm. Admission is $1.
Robert ·Tornfeit, celloist, will be
performing his Junior Recital in •
Hertz Hall at 8 pm.
-The Threepenny Playhouse will
be offering the play The Curious
Sav~ __fqr free the 28-30. Show
time will be at ~:~O pm'.
SUNDAY-MAYl
The City -or :EIIensourg's annual
Clioir Fe;tival will be held in Hertz
Hall at 7:30 pm.
MONDAYMAY2
Curbstone will oegin at noon in
the SUB £it.
TUESDAY MAY 3
__
The Coffee House Series will
feature the films The First Round~
up and llood And Ladder in th1._
SUB pit·at noon.
Disco Nite features the music of·
the group Chicago. The dance is
scheduled· for 8-ll pm.
WEDNESDAY MAY 4
Goofy's featured band will be
pe-rforming in the SUB pit at noou.
·Papa John's will ope11 at 8 pm in
the SUB pit.
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Tailor's Ticklenot grants
interview with verve
By GARY FISHER

,,

THE VILLIAN-Sir Terrible Ticklenot is big, mean sad and
grumpy in the Brave Little Tailor.

Bands sever tour
BY MICHELE iBRUNSON
Shoreline Community · College
bands, directed by David Earling,
ende<l a three-day tour by presenting a free concert, ·April 21, in
Hertz Hall. ·
Opening the evening, the Wind
Ensemble performed several
pieces. Satyric Dances, a Norman
Randy Parcell composition, was a
very exciting and pictorial song.
One could almost see figures
dancing in the foreground. The
use of chimes in the song added an
unusual quality to the two move·ments of the songs' composition
performed by the ensemble.
His Honor, a Henry Fillmore
composition was the best piece the
Wind Ensemble performed. A
:familiar tune, the song was performed with excellence and was
full of richness produced by the ·
fine playing of the brass section.
Second to take the stage was
the Symphonic Banc. 'PerfO'i-ming
works from Music For Hamlet to
Manhatten Beach, the band displayed various musical abilities.
Thanksgiving I, a song especially written for the band. by Gloria
Swisher, a Shoreline faculty mem'ber, was an exciting song. Very·
climactic, the song kept building
until it finally exploded with an
excellent and dynamic end.

The Crier
was granted an
'on-the-spot' once in a life time
interview with Sir Terrible Ticklenot of Brave Little Taylor. Here
are his answers to questions asked
him by the Crier.
Crier: How did you become
involved with Brave Little Taylor?
Ticklenot: Terry Parker made
me. I'm a bad guy, he needed a
villian, someone big, mean, sad
and grumpy.
Crier: Any complaints against
Brave Little Tailor?
Ticklenot: Well no. Because the
Bobbin (character in the play)
helps me discover not to be sad.
He shows pie what laughter is and
how wonderful this can be.
Crier: Any praise for the show?
Ticklenot: The good points are
my magic talking doors. They are
one of a kirid, sometimes they are a
little thickhead. But they do their
best to guard my castle.
Crier: How well do you like
being a puppet?
· Ticklenot: It's wonderful because I can touch children with a
small part of my life. I hope they
learn something about life for
themselves. I dread the 28th of
May, which is my last performance
and most likely the beginning of a
long hibernation.
Crier: What is it like to be a
puppet?
Ticklenot: It's up and down. I'm
doing two shows a day and it's
wonderful. I wish I could do four
shows a day. When the show is

Lively and perky, Manhatten
Beach by John Philip Sousa was
the most outstanding song per··----------------~-----------;
formed by the band. It was a •,.
perfect lead into the next performance by the Jazz Ensemble.
All Of Me, a Count Basie tune,
opened the concert of the Jazz
Ensemble. Eric Dickson, featured
·on the piano, played very well.
Joe Magee was the featured 1
soloist for the song What The
World Needs Now. Joe carried
himself through the solo very well
For free information. write to:
DRUNK DRIVER. Bol< 2345
and added flavor to the Mel Torme
Rockville. Maryland 20852
composition.
The evening, filled with a variety of music closed with an
excellent trombone solo in the
song West Side Story and proved
to be a very entertaining evening. ................ _________..____ .......................

·10 M·INUTES
OF YOUR TIME
COULD SAVE
AFRIEND'S LIFE.

Registration 9:00 am
1st round

9:30

2nd round

12:30

3rd round

3:00

May l .
4th round

l l :00 am

LIBERTY

and pasta (cavatini)
a person can eat

OPEN 6:45 925-9511,
. ENDS TUESDAY

\l\llZAFll ,~

IPGI ~"

c 1977 Twentieth Century-Fox

OPEN 6:45 925-4598
PLAYS THRU TUE ..

THE VILLAGE

And Now••• after four years of
preparation and production
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE

1.89

11 am-1 :30 pm
For .all the phza, salad

Theatre

Ticklenot: I would like to go
on forever entertai~ing children.
U~fortunately, after M~y -2Sth, -I
w11J be put mto a chest umu sonre
kind person does the pld.y aga,in, or
needs_~ . 1?'1ean grumpy puppet.
Crier: Have you had. any offers
from other plays?
Ticklenot: No, not yet. But I'm
always hopeful. I live to teach and
entertain children. I live because
of them.
Crier: Are there any puppets
making large salaries?
Ticklenot:
The best paid
puppet I know of is Kermit the
frog. He has made it to ihe top
which is every puppets dream.
Crier: What was the greatest
moment of your life?
·
Ticklenot: My greatest moment
came after opening night, I was
completely surrounded by children
all touching me and knowing that I
was for real.
Crier: Is there anything else
you ~ould like to be as a puppet?
Ticklenot: No. What I have to
tell the world is a wonderfl.il
message. I guess none of us will be
here forever. So I am content to
end my life when the final curtain
falls.
Crier: Anything to add?
Ticklenot: Yes, I'm happy that
Bobbin showed me what it is like
to laugh.

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

SMORGASBOARD

ALBERTO GRIMALDI

~

Felliur'~

~asauova
HIS FIRST ENGLISH LANGUAGE FILM

A Film by FEDERICO FELLINI
,,.,,,•• DONALD SUTHERLAND
Produced by ALBERTO GRIMALDI

805 N. A street

FIRST .ANNUAL ELLENSBURG OPEN
CHESS CHAMPION
April 30 - May I
April 30

over, I'm ;e~tly tucked in a ·dark
cold trunk patiently awaiting the
next performance.
Crier: What were the terms of
the contract?
Ticklenot: When Terry made
me, I agreed to put on shows for
children until I died. We puppets
are dedicated and are here to
entertain children and the children
in all of us~
Crier: How _did you get your
first break?
Ticklenot: - I was type cast as
big and mean.
I dislike happy people very much
and that was what Terry was
looking for and needed in the
show.
Crier: What did you do before
Brave Little Tailor as a puppet?
Ticklenot:
I was a football
helmet at Nicholson Pavillion, my
hair was a mop top in some dorm, I
got my body from a cockroach-a
character in Archy and Mehibital,
an earlier play this year. My coat
came from Sears and Roebuck.
Crier: What do you think of
your creator, Terry Parker?
Ticklenot:
Terry Parker is
every thing to me. He has given
me the chance to enlighten literal·
lv thousands of children across the
State of Washington ·
Crier:
Now that you are
famous, what are ' your future
plans?

CWSC

SUB Rm. 206

Winners in these categories
receive trophy
1st & 2nd overall
lst
high school
1st & 2nd under 15 years old

ENTRY FEE:

$2 - over 15 years
$1 -15 and under

Please: bring chess set and
5th round
2:00 pm
chess clock if possible
co-sponsored by ASC and chess club

Story •nd Screenpby by FEDERICO FELLINI md BERN AR DINO ZAPPONI
Director of Photog;•phy GIUSEPPE ROTUNNC>t111< •Musi< by NINO ROlA
Produc11on Serv1m

ELL EN

byTh~c_;~~~..~~~~· ~

0 rive-In

orENs s:oo

92s-3266

FRI., SAT. & SUN.

JMK NICHOLIOH
-Fl.EWOVEll

111E~NIST
Plus This Great Co-Hit
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Ore hes is an unlimited art form
-

By DAVID ADAMS

A great philosopher once said of
dance, "It is any movement be- .
yon that which is functional." But
Orchesis goes beyond the merely
functional aspect and enters in
an art form not limited by the
words, "Modern Dance."
Orchesis is a student-oriented
dance ensemble operating under
the auspice of Lana Jo Sharpe,
graduate of the University of Utah
in modern dance education and
~a'lce instructor at Central.
"Orchesis {s modern, but because of the organization of the
group, student needs are met in
oth-er--varwus- dance styles." said
Sharpe.
Orchesis is a Greek name tra.l.itionally given to college and university dance or~anizations. I~ is
possible to find across the n~tion,
at various institutions of higher

Classified
Professional Typist will do thesis, term papers, course work,
etc. Call Gail 963-2803; after 5:
925-1727.
ATTENTION
Business and Economics Majors gain valuable experience in
full-time summer work pays college expenses Interviews
4/30/77 (Sat) at 1 pm. & 4 pm
SUB 208.
Male ·Student seeks same to
share a nice two bedroom house.
925-2911.
WANTED: Roomate to share
off-campus expenses this summer female. Pref 21 or 'o lder
963-25~6.

-

~

,,

education, ·an Orchesis dance ensemble.
Although Orchesis was initiated
at Central more than 15 years ago,
the basjc purposes and goals have
not changed. Those goals are: 1. to
promote . dance and performing
arts; 2. to provide experiences in
self expression; and 3 to allow
students to choreograph and perform original dances.
"The emphasis is on students
their abilities and talents. That's why I choreograoh
very few dances." said Sharpe. "I
feel I am an advisor and there to
help the student develop their own
art.".
dev~loping

Although Orchesis changes from
year to year to meet the .needs of
the people in it, Sharpe believes it
has developed on a positive track
from those first years, when it was
more or less directed.
Said Sharpe, "Students have

~·

.

and are continually encouraged to of American life, is that dance is very satisfying."
have an actiye voice in the performed by the individual in a
According to Sharpe, dance is
structure and content of the personal way which makes it much becoming a synthesis of all the
group."
more immediate.
arts, music, visual and thea~rical.
"Indicative of it's time," said Sharpe said, "Dance is viewed
The student officers of Orchesis Sharpe. "Modern dance is con·thoughout the US as a growing art
are: Miguelito Snyder, president; temporary reflective of the tone
:form. It has reached out to the
Lisa Hartshorn, vice-president; a:.nd pressures of the times."
·grass roots of America with grant
Ellen Pritchard, vice-president;
"Both the community, college and foundations supporting it."
Lori Rohr, secretary; and Claudine and students, have supported
"Dance is the most fulfilling of
Auguste, costume.
Orchesis," said Sharpe. "That all the arts," Sharpe said, "in that
speaks very well of Orchesis, but is a synthesis of all the emotions of
"There are people from various also of the' audience, and that is the mind and body."
departments throughout the campus." Sharpe said. "Early childhood education, physical education
and drama are just a few."

Magic Theater's
resurrection

Modern dance has grown in
accelerated proportions. This ra- ·
pid growth is mainly due, Sharpe
said, to the catching-up modern
dance has done in respects to other
dance forms. Said Sharpe, "Modern dance is strictly a 20th century
art form."
Participants of the Magic Theatel' stand-up ashtray? Who else can ·
Possibly a more important rea- had their senses twisted a mite dive down deeper and come up
son for modern dance· maturing last Saturday night with the help dryer than any man in the' next 40
_ and reaching out into many phases
of the Resurrection of Jesse Jam es counties?
The intended minute or. so
Radio Show featuring The Last
Badman. The concept of turning a pauses between acts were beauthree-person play into a radio tifully nerve-racking. They made
show conceot was stunningly bril- me think of such weird things like
liant and something that had "How much of Jesse is in all of
to be seen and heard to be us?"·
believed.
·
And then when the play's auOn. superficial level, the play -thor, J.T. Thomas, walked out and
was about one Milton Fireball who
delivered his "god like" intrusions,
had a thing for Jesse Jam es. the jig was up.
Seems Milton Fireball liked to
The whole world was Kansas,
rary scene name him . as a prime pretend he was Jesse. Well, when and we were all Jesse James. The
influence.
·
you play with fire you're gonna get radio show ended with Waylon
burned. Yup, you guessed it. Jesse Jennings singing from his Outlaws
His new group, consist.s . of Jon;
became Milton.
album to prove it. ~omehow it
his wife, Judith; his daughter,
Milton (or was it Jesse?) was a · wasn't necessary.
Michele; and his son Eric. They
man on fire. Who else spits in ·a
.
are currently featured in the San
Francisco production of "Evolution
of the Blues'', and recently appeared on the "Peter Marshall Variety
Hour."

of Jesse James,

Jazz celebration
to fete Hendricks
The scene of the annual Vocal
Jazz celebration will be the Paramount Northwest in Seattle April
30.
The Vocal Jazz celebration, produced by Michael Kysar, will
feature some of the most distinctive jazz singers in jazz history.
This year's celebration will feature Jon Hendricks. With the
pioneering vocal trio Lambert,
Hendricks and Ross, he was the
originator of a vocal style so
distinctive that several of the most
prominent figures on the contemo-

Also on the program will be
the Edmonds Community College Soundsations, Shoreline College jazz choir, Columbia Basin
Community College vocal jazz
ensemble and the Roosevelt High
School jazz choir.
The Vocal Jazz Celebration
will be presented at Seattle
Paramount Northwest Saturday,
April 30 at 8 pm. · Tickets are
$4.50 in advance ($5 day of the
show) and are available at the
Bon Marche and all Paramount
9utlets.

'

as

w
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Oregon vocalists to
harmonize combos

Two accomplished Oregori vocal- ·Oregon Chamber Choir, recently
ists, Jam es Miller, a tenor, and sang the part .of the "Evangelist"
soprano Dorothy Bergquist, will in Bach's St. John Passion in San
perform in a public recital on Francisco.
Central's campus at 8 pm SaturMiller and Berquist each have
day, April 30.
The complimentary perform- appeared . as soloists with the
University of Oregon Summer
ance, in Hertz Recital Hall, will
Festival. Berquist has presented
include musical works from
"ltalienisches Liederbuch" by recitals in New York and London
and sang with the .Eugene SymHugo Wolf.
phony.
Miller, a professor of voice and
As administrator of the Univerconductor of thP. University ~~
sity of Oregon's German Music
w
04
x
w
Center in Heutingsheim, Hermany' miller has spent two years
in Europe and appeared as a
soloist wifo Heluth Rilling and
Gedachtnis Kirche in Stuttgart.
Accompanying the two vocalists
Mom Loves ...
in their Ellensburg appearance
will be pianist Helen Miller, who
has taught at the Universities of
SCARV~S
Missouri and Oregon.

•

/ PRETTY

$2.oo & up

DON'T

SPELL IT!

Square; oblong
shapes. Prints;
plains. Colors galore! Get many!

'lon.-Sat.
9:30 to 5:30

'MOTHER'S DAY .. ·.' MAY 8

GIACOBAZZI

·> ... ....

Lainbrusco
Family O w ned and,

Operated Since 1915

Imported by

DOWNTOWN
c

"

"

M

"

"

Wine

WINE IMPORTS OF AMERICA LTD.,

"

"

'

. HAWTHORNE, N.J.

Nevvly Re111odeled Safevvay
400 North· Ruby, Ellensburg I
I

·I1
I

•Over 1,10.0 Sq. Ft. Added Floor Space
,•Fron.I Protective .weather Vestibul·a
•law Access Added To 4th Avenue East
elew Well-Stocked Wine Callar
•law Plant I Flower Dept. Added
eGraating Cards I Gift Wrap Section
·~hole law Meat Department .
•All New Freezer ~ases I Chackstands
•Bright Artistic Interior Decor
elew ·Wall Super Graphics , F'oor Tiles

Cathy Maras

Max Faris

Assistant Manager

Orville Dihel

J~m Hammack

Meat Manager

I Produce Manager

. Store Manager
"Come In & Browse I
Get Acquainted With
Our Brand New look f'

Inventory Control Clerk

-~~~Rw Ice

Bakery Manager

· Flower Shop Manager

79¢_
Peerless Turkeys
99¢.
·49 (. • Cube Butter
------ •Pepsi Cola .r;:~~ .6Pack59¢
PURE HEMLOCK
SAFEWAY
Good Gr~=-~11 - -M~~~~t s;u2sa:; -• :~~~ Ca_ke 'D... on~ts~ f'8sh!_ 1 F.~· $1
f
A ••
39
~~~~-·==~=-·~a-g=======--------~
Sa~ay · · -~~n :d _ ¢
SPECIAL ITEMS & PRICES EFFECTIVE ONLY AT
No. 1 Fancy

.

Our Finest

· US Inspected
Frozen

"

cream - HoNrm.
Lucerne

·.
lb.

r·

I-lb. .

1

·2C

25C

Ft B

1-lb. Roll 55c

5-lbs.

.

I

•
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OUR CLE ELUM & NEW ELLENSBURG SAFEWAYS

•Listerine

It's ''Teeny"
~. the

Magical Clow

Will be at our Ellensburg
Safeway on Thurs. & Fri. April. 28 & 29,
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
& Sat~ April 30, ·
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Free Balloon$ For Kids!

§

Antiseptic

G 61

I

·

$1 79

32-02.

I
\

'
I

;
(

/
;
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;
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Russians weaves local fabric
1

1

1

ularly the ethnic Russians) have a
Smith says that while the Uni- inevuao1e that Smith offer some of with a desire to show the great
light and a dark side that leads ted States has about 97 million his and other people's views on similarities, as the title obviously
Kremlin policies.
them to seek either the most or more cars than the Soviet Union suggests, between today's Soviet
The Russians
the least out of any situation.
Union and yesterday's Russia.
100 million to three million by Hedrick Smith
Solzhenitsyn, for instance, is an
An excellent ex~mple is the alinost as many people are killed in
Ballantine Books, 706 pp.
Dornberg, though, was a little
sociology of friendships in the car accidents in the Soviet Union ardent Russophile and seems to
$2.50 [softbound]
more critical of the Soviet Union in
favor
complete
autonomy
for
the
Soviet Union. Whether between ·as nere.
political matters, which may be
so-called autonomous republics.
"What ~truck me as fresh and next-door neighbors or strangers
"(My Russian friends) usually ·
understandable since he was deAlthough
Solzhenitsyn's
views
on
new to convey to readers was the from different parts of the world, walked to the stores every day for
clared persona non grata in the
human quotient, the texture and friendships in the worker's land food, often quite a long .way, and this subj~ct h~ve been known for
Soviet Union and expelled five
interesting
to
some
time,
it
is
fabric of the personal lives of the require a very large amount of had to go lo several ·shops - one
years ago.
trust. Smith explains that, for the for · bread, another for milk pro- follow the author as he sneaks
R~ns as people," says the
another
journalist
to
a
secret
with
Smith's account is more ''novel"
journalist-author Hedrick Smith in Russians, a prospective friend may ducts, a third for meat and so on."
meeting with Solzhenitsyn just than journalism piece and it should
:the foreword to one of last year's be an informant.
Many other examples, including before the author of The .Gulag be gaining in importance every
Three parts make up the book i best
non-fiction works, The
"The People", "The System" and the ingenuity the Soviet citizens :\rchipelago leaves the c~untr.v.
day for people in the US interested
, Russians.
in knowing what types of people
Three years as Moscow Bureau "Issues" - and Smith elaborates exhibit in finding ways to circumOther dissidents take a variety our cruise missles may someday
Chief for the New York Times in a chapter in the first part on the vent the system, are provided by
of
views and Smith makes the mutilate and P.~ison.
the
author
as
he
takes
the
reader
enabled Smith to "stand in line light-dark Russian behavior. "(A
with them in stores or relax with · most puzzling phenomena of Rus- as near as possibleto the soiif of important point that they aren't all
Robert Strausz-Hupe, who is the
them in the dacha country of the .sian life is the) dichotomy between the Russian people and the heart . alike. Some of the liberals and
1
radicals in the Soviet Union are author of a book advocating war
' elite, to share their tales about the ·warm outpouring... and the of the Soviet land.
'not anti-Communist or anti-Soviet with the Soviet Union, is one of
'what really happens inside factor- self-restraint ..."
Three weeks with a large book at all (e.g., the historian Roy · many Americans for whom The·
."(In private) they are among the
ies, to listen to them tell how they
see the outside world and what warmest, most cheerful, generous, cannot give one the definitive Medvedev, who hates Stalin's Russians is a must t-0 read.
emotional and overwhelmingly hos- understanding of the So~e~ _peo- - stain on the original goodness of
Russia means to them."
Now, if we could only get the
· Considering the restrictions pitable people on earth," asserts. pie. But since Oights to Moscow Communism).
hawkish
elements- of Soviet leadplaced upon journalists and trav- the author and he adds that it was are not subsidized, Smith's vehicle
In some respects, Smith's book ership to read Daniel Boorstin's
will
do
well
•
their
opposite
side,
their
"patience
._ elers/ in general in the Soviet
is very similar to that of John "The Americans" so this part of
Union, Smith spent a great deal of and stoicism," that carried them
Even so, The Russians is more Dornberg from a few years ago. the Kremlin :will know what type
time in unauthorized conversa- through the fights against Napo- than a travelogue, and although he · Dornberg, also a western journal- of people their backfire .bombers
tions with members of minority leon and Hitler.
tells us he won't discuss much of ist in Moscow, wrote The New · may someday destroy. Then, maySmith describes in detail the the Soviet political scene, it is
groups, dissident scientists and
Tsars: Russia Under Stalin's Heirs be ••.
factory managers who complained problems for consumers in the
of the of the Soviet Soviet Union:
"A Western ambassador told me
economic syst,em.
He promises in the foreword that his wife had stopped one day .
that his book is intended primarily for a red light in their imported
for those who are not well ac- Lincoln Continental and a swarthy
quainted with the history and the pedestrian, evidently from Soviet
current situation of the Soviet Georgia, motioned her to lower the
Rather, the Hebrew';Christian drop a message. A ~eeting is in
"In most people's minds, Judawindow and then offered her
Union.
ism and Christianity are mutally attempts to get back to the basics the planning, and those expressing
The conversations he records, 30,000 rubles ($40,000) for the
exclusive, if not diametrically op- of Judaism, to what 'Hebrew' a desire to become involved wm be
whether clandestine or planned by car."
posed. The competition and hatred originally meant. He then builds contacted and notices will be
"Still, the private car remained
authorities, assist the reader in
of members of one group for the upon this foundation by recog- posted of meeting dates.
gaining an understanding of a well beyond the means of ihe · other has widened this gap. But it nizing Yeshua (Jesus) as the
central theme of Smith's own average factory worker (who earns
is our ascertain that this need not promised Messiah. And as one
opinion: Soviet citizens (partic- $187 a month)."
be so." This is the philosophy of with J tidaism, he seeks to get back
the Hebrew-Christian Association to the origins of Christianity. The
here on Central's campus. The result is a member who is similar
group, now organizing, plans to to those of the Apostolic Church of
inform interested students and the Book of Acts. Nor is this
faculty of some of the · problems coincidental, for here Judaism and
confronting the two groups today, Christianity were united."
But what of today? What has
and in the past.
been the history of HebrewThe group's initial statement .of . Christianity? How does the pre'M t W
purpose goes on to say: "To . sent state of Israel fit in? Where is,
understand why, one must better the movement going? What is its
Students who are interested in
understand the term Hebrew- · relation to "Christianity"?
obtaining information on basic
Christian. First off, the HebrewThese are just a sampling of computer science techniques are
Christian is not · a Christianized some of the questions and con- encouraged to take advantage of
Jew or one who has ·divorced cerns confronting the group. Any- - several free noncredit courses
himself from his Hebrew heritage one interested in becoming an · being offered this quarter.
to become more Gentile than the active member, whether he or she
These courses are introductory
Gentiles. Neither is he a Jewish is of the Jewish or Christian faiths, in nature and provide the student
Christian who merely stuffs is invited to drop a line to the with an overall understanding of
Yeshua (Jesus) Hamashiach (the Hebrew-Christian Association in computer funtions in a few hours.
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
messiah-Christ) into his Judaism the ,ASC Office. Those intereste-d
Some of the courses beifig
603 :North Main
925-5539
as one of the prophets, without in listening to what the group }·. ~ offered ar~ Keypunch Operation, ·
significantly altering anything.
to say are especially welcome ;o Processing and Programming,
By CLINT ROBBINS

~

problems

Religious factions conioin
Computer
·classes

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

offered

L .-- - - - -

,------~----....-------------------------------~-- - - - - - - - - - - . Statistical Analysis and Computer

Graphics. .
Courses began April 18 and run
. through May 18. Sign up will
.continue through April. Students
interested are asked to call
963-1495 to obtain information.

BE WINNERS WITH
WINEGARS MILK

* 2%

*
·*

67~ 1h
milk
GradeAmilk 6.6 ~ v~
61~ '%
PQst/H .o mo
Milk

'

'

"

tJ

ATTENTION
BUSINESS

&

gallon
gallon
gallon

Winegar' s . .• ·
Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

'

411 W•. ~Ith •• 126-1821 Open Monday thru Saturday 1 p.m.-7 p.m.

ECON MAJORS
Gain
. Valuable:experience
'full time .summer
1)

.

Work
.Pays college
expenses
Interviews are
'

Saturday April 30

l pm & 4pm
SUB 208
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Led by Riggs

Women trek .to 2nd at SPI

NANCY WATCHIE leaped to third place in the long jump [photo by
Bobbie Catronl.

'

Women tennis,
·men's·golf recap

Depth has done it all season for
Central Women's tennis team. The
Wildcats won their eighth match
of the season.last weekend at highline, 5-4, then dumped Mr. Hood
cc. 9-0.
"Our depth has really come
through for us this season, especially our number five player, Jane
Andeotti," explained Wildcat
Coach Neil Roberts.
The match boiled down to the
outcome of Andeotti's match.
1 Andeotti hel4 on to win her match,
7-5, 7-6.
' "We have a very competitive
team. All down the order they are
, very good players. No,one person
stands out on this team, everybody . very close," said Roberts.
Central has won eight matches
1 this
season with its only · loss
coming from the University of
Washington (UW) who, according
to Roberts, is very tough.
• "They are a little out of our
league. They have an excellent
team," he said.
· Central has two home matches
• on tap this weekend, hosting
Western Washirigton on Friday
then Washington State on Satur- ·
day.
.
' On May 6 the Wildcats will get
another crack at the UW when

Led by the performances of Pam
Riggs, the Central women's track
team finished second in the seventeam Seattle _Pacific Invitational
held last Saturday.
Host~ Seattle Pacific University,
one of the top women's teams in
the Northwest, won the meet with
109 points, Central was far behin~
with 49, University of Washington
45, Western Washington 15,
Falcon Track Club 9, Seattle
University 5 and Pacific Lutheran
1.
Senior Pam Riggs took first
place in both the 200-meter and ·
400-meter runs, qualifying for the
nationals in each event. In the 400,
Riggs established a new Central
record and meet record with a
time of 54.9. She won the 200 in
24.5;
Central's 400 relay team took
second-place and set a Central
school record of 49.5. Leanne
Making qualified for regionals
with a time of 67 .6 that placed fifth
in the 400 hurdles. Kathleen
Kilpatrick qualified for nationals
by winn~ng the 100-meter hurdles
in 14.6.
Other performances

hers of the Central track team
included:
Shot put-3. Cindy Pottle 41-10.
Long jump-3. Leann Makin
16-ll1/4.
100-3. Jan Miller 13.5; 5.
Jeannette C!ssel 14.9.

400-1. Marci Sakvison (P) 61.6;
2. Andrea Linn (C) 61.9.
400 relay-1. Central (Miller,
Makin, Kilpatrick, Riggs) 50.0.
100-1. Pam Riggs 1<J) 11.1; 3.
Kilpatri_c_k (C) 11.9.

· Mile r~lay-4. Central 4:10.5.
Discus-4. Cindy Pottle 144-2.
800-1. Karen Lansverk (P)
The team had another meet last 2:2,5.6; 2. Nancy Ehle (C) 2:26.0.
week in which they lost to Pacific • ~00-1. JanaOlsen (P) 27.0;_ 2. Jan
Lutheran 66-61.
Miller (C) 27.1; 3. Andrea.Lmn (C)
27.2.
MEET RESULTS
3,000-1. Beth Coughlin (P) 11:04;
3. Rita Impola (C) 12:06.6.
880 relay-1. Central (C) (Miller,
Shot put-1. Cindy Pottle (C)
41-10 1/2; 3. Nancy Watchie (C) Makin, Kilpatrick, Riggs) 1:49.7.
Mile relay-1. Pacific Lutheran
28-2 1/z.
Discus-1. Pottle (C) 124-6-1i2. 4: 14; 2. Central 4: 17 .2.
Javelin-1. Barb Dykers {C) · Cindy Pottle set a new school
124-3; 3. Jeannette Cissell (C) record in the shot put and also
qualified for nationals with a
72-3 1/z.
throw of 41-10 1/z. Both the 400
Long jump-1. Teddy Breeze (P) relay and the 880 relay teams of
16-8.75; 2. Leann Makin (C) 16-3 Central qualified for the regionals
3-8; 3. Watchie (C) 16-3.
with members Jan Miller, Leanne
HiJrh jump-1. Watchie l C) 5-0. Makin, Kathleen Kilpatrick and
400 · meter hurdles-1. Sandy Pam Riggs.
Walker (P) 1:10.6; 2. Watchie (C)
1:10.8.

they tra veT to ·Pullman to compete
in a Tri-Angular meet with the
Huskies and WSU.
"There should be some excellent
tennis over there," Roberts said.
Helped by a third place individual finish by Dick Cartmill,
the Central golf team finished
fourth in the Eastern Washfogton
State College Invitation held last
weekend at Hanman Valley Golf
Course in Spokane~
Cartmill had a two-day total of
150, six strokes back from the
medalist, John VonLossow of
Western.
Western wori the Invite with a
total score of 782. Eastern was
second with 782, followed by
.Whitman's 790 and Central with
710.
"I thought we'd do a. bit better,"
said Central Coach Stan Sor,enson.
"Hopefully we can get it together
this weekend in Western."
Other Central scores were: Paul
Dalton,159; Brian Maine, 163; Tom
Madden, 167; Russ Villeneuve,
172; and Ron Hansen, 173.
Following this Friday's match at
Western, .Central will compete in
~he District 1 tournament on May
~-10 at Pacific Lutheran University in Tacoma.
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Wine

WINE IMPORTS OF AMERICA LTD.,
HAWTHORNE, N.J.

.

WIND-M ILL SERVICE
$ l .00 cover

*

***

LADIES ADMITTED FREE
also

All day & night
10¢ ·hot dogs
50' wine
We can help you care for your car
With

.

Expert Maintenance
.·112 S MAIN .
925-9522

$1.00 PITCHERS
301 N. Pearl

962-2700
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. Central continued its dominancy holding them scoreless for eight walked two, pitching the entire
nine innings. Beeson and Mcin the Evergreen Conference last innings.
weekend with three wins over
Central's first run came in the . Donald each collected two hits to
Western Washington in Belling- fourth frame when Wildcat Tim pace Central at the plate.
O'n Saturday, the Wildcats
ham.
Sund scored from second on Greg
The Wildcats, now 11-1 in league McDonald's single. The winning jumped out to score all their runs
play, bumped the Vikings 2-1 in a run came in the next inning, set up in the third inning in winning the
. nine inning contest on Friday, then by a Western error. Stan Reneck- first contest. In the nightcap Greg'
took Western 6-4 and 4-2 in a pair er reached first on an error McDonald belted a home run to
of seven inning games on Satur- · charged to the Viking's shortstop. ·help lead Central to a 4-2 verdict.
The Wildcats put together four
da v.
He was then sacrificed to second
Central pitcher Dave Lukens and scored on a single by Mike singles and two walk~ in the big
third inning of the first game.
raised his season record to 5-1 by Beeson.
Lukens struck . out six an4 With one on, Beeson singled, Joe
limiting Western to six hits and
Hornstein, then drove home a run
with a single then advaned to
second when Beeson raced home
on a double steal.
.. A walk -and a fieldees choice set
the stage for McDonald's two run
PAT BOTTIGER maintains his lead over his man [photo by George
single. Central's final two runs of
~ · May].
the
inning came on a double
Beginning in May, BikecentenThis year's course will be offernial will be opening four new loop ed at the following locations: squeeze but by Mike Ammerman. •
trails. These .loops, which use Tillimook, Oregon May 28-June 3 · Ben -Refchen})erg picked up the
.
portions of the existing Trans- ' and June 5-11, and in Williams- win for Central, raising his season
record to 5~ 1. Reichenberg struck
America Bicycle Trail, are located burg, Virginia May 21-27 and May
out ·seven and walked seven over
· in Oregon, Idaho, Kentucky and' 29-June 4.
six innings before being relieved·
Virgi_ni~~ .· ·
· - ·
·-- · -by Rusty McEwen.
- ·
The
cost
to
participants
is
$98
hers of the Centra~ track team
Central scored ·all the runs they ·
Central tracksters took three
The trails will range from 350and includes food, seven over- needed in the second inning of the
included:
firsts, bui::r·finished ·behind Idaho
500 miles in length, with trips
nights and all course materials.
:u.:i · Fast.ern · Washineton in a
nightcap. S'ingles by Ammerman
available from eight to 15 days.
and
Renecker, a double steal, and
Bikecentennial, the non~profit
Hammer throw-3. Henry
triangular meet held -at the uniLast year, over 4,100 from all 50
versity of Idaho in Moscow last ·Midles 148-0.
orl!anization which last vear ran states and 16 foreign countries error and a single by Beeson
Long Jump-4. Jeff Hocker bicycle trips for 4,100 people along. rode the 4.500 mile T-r ansAmeri- provided three runs .for tt. a Wild~
weekend.
Idaho won the meet with 99 22-4~75.
the TransAmerica bicycle trail, is can Bicycle Trail. Nearly 2,100 cats.
McDonald paced ··central with
·points, E-aster,n had 75 and ,Central · 440 relay..:_3, · Team members seeking leaders for its 1977 pro- went the entire distance. This
43.6.
gram. A seven-day leadership year, Bikecentennial is placing its two hits in each game. Renecker
finished with 39 ..
440 intermediate hurdles-3. training course, which covers · emphasis on the shorter trips to belted a triple and two singles in •
Taking first for Central were
nearly all aspects of bicycle tour- give those with shorter summer the second contest for the WildJim Hennessy in the 5,000 meter Reed Caudle 55.6.
Triple jump:--2. Kurt Wagner ing and group dynamics is being vacations an opportunity to enjoy · cats, now 18-11 for the season.
run with the time of 14:55.8. Mike
-Mike Crandell picked up the _
Wold won the steeplechase in 44-3. 75; 3. Wayne Floyd 44-21/z. offered in two loc~~o~:-.- .
the excitement of bicycle touring.
Shot pµt-3. Mike Daniels 50-9. ·
pitching victory for Central al9:32.7 and Dean Erickson· took the
Discus-2. Mitch Ringe 161-4;3.
Last summer, Bikecentennial. · though · needing some . relief help
120 high-hurdles in ·1.4.8.
·
trained nearly 600 people, many from Van Lith in the sixth. '
With the Kibbie Dome being Mike Daniels 160-6. ·
·""The sweep over Western con- .,
5,000 meters-3." Toby Suhm
,used for spring football practice,
who went on to lead a BikecentenCentral had to make do in a . 15:32.2.
nial trip. Trips last from 8 to 90 eluded Central's leagtle schedule.
Central will host a meet with
days and run along the 4,500 mile Saturday the Wildcats will battle
blistering heat on an outdoor
Oregon college of Education on
TransAmerican Bicycle Trail, de- the Alumni in a double header
·
asphalt track.
_Other oerform~nces by mem- April 29.
veloped by Bikecentennial. A here beginning at 1 pm Monday.
Fridav. April 29-Men's ' track,. group usually consists of nine Central will entertain Lewis and
Clark in an important doublehere beginning at 1 pm. Monday riders and a group leader.
tion. Women's tennis, here-WesThe idea behind Bikecentennial
tern Washington. Golf-at Wesis the promotion of bicycle touring
Wed:andThurs.NitesOnly.
tern.
'
in America. All trips are run at
Saturday, April 30-Ba~eball .. cost to the cyclists.
Alumni, here, l pm. Men's Tennis-Everett CC, here, 10 am. Women's
· ·Trip applications, which desRib-Eye Steak, Salad and
tennis-Washington State, here 10 cribe all costs and trip option_s, are
French Bread $2:25. Buy one and
am Women's track, at Washington available from the organization.
get the 2nd for $1 ·. with this
State.
To obtain further information,
. coupon.
write: Bikecentennial, Dept. TA.
As of April 2~
Tuesday, May 2-Baseball, here,
P.O. Box 8308, Missoula, Mo .
. 59807.
'fl.....,~--...-----------~--------...,;;--...,.n Lewis and Clark, 1 pm.
11-5
· Team. one
10-6
Kamola Keglers
Beck Hltchcoek I 10-6 9-7
Pizza Place
81/2-7 112
Conglomerate
-.8~8
Wilson
1 11z·-aw.
Stude1_1t Village
'
~
· Beck Hitchcock II 7-9;
-~,
5-11
Kamola u
5-11
Quiet Quasar

Bikers trip trails

,Tracksters bite
dust,
.
'finish 3rd at tri~meet
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MOTHER EARTH PLANT HOUSE
PLANT STAND
REG 25.95
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.
- IN
SPRING COLORS,
STYLES & TEXTURES

30%
OFF

coupon good thru May 9, 1977

HIGH TEAM GAME: Kamola
Keglers 763.
HIGH TEAM SERIES:
Hitccock II 2130.

Beck-

HIGH INDIVIDUAL GAME:
Men: George May 220, Women:
Sue Chaput 164.
HIGH INDIVIDUAL SERIES:
Men: George May 600, Women:
Sue Capu~ 434.
HIGH AVERAGE:Men: Drew
Robertson 168, Women: Sharon
Carr 138.

OVERTON-$
Tropical Fish
All aquarium &
·fish supplies

Hours: noon to 6 pm

~~~ EVERYTHING FOR YOUR PLANT'S NEEDS

~At<~~ ~~w~~~~~~\~~~~~~\p<t*~

962-9166

Rte. 3

locate- 2 ltilts ll9rtll OI

, oi. ·wa:1t11• "'••1 O• WilsH er"k ••

closed Sun. & Mon.
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Calendar pf events

NORTHWEST ART SHOW:
Community Gallery, 408 1/z N.
Pearl St. upstaris, will feature the
Northwest Designer Craftsmen
Show, beginning May 3-May 28.
SOCIAL SCIENCE: Lewis and
Clark College in Portland will be
the site for the second annual conference of Radical Social Science in
the Northwest. Sessions will include Labor History in the Northwest, the crisis of contemporary
American capitalism, third world
struggles and socialist feminism,
along with aspects of teaching and
learning from radical perspectives,
to mention just a few. The union
for Radical Political Economics is
Sponsoring the conference, and
they expect arount 300 people.
Also featured will be . film previews, singer Ruth1eGorto·n, and a
keynote address by Douglass
Dowd, a nationally known political
economi~t from California.

Complete schedules and registration information are available
by writing: The Union For Radical
Political ·Economics c/o Dept. of
Economics, University of Oregon,
Eugene, Oregon 97 401.

ASC MEETING: The ASC .
Board of Control will hold its
regular business meeting at 4 pm
. Thursday in SUB 212. All Students encouraged to atterid and
provide their input. You can be
EDUCATION MAJORS: The heard through student governfollowing employer will have rep- ment.
· resentatives at the Placement JOB FAIR: Central's Fourth .AnCenter to interview interested nual Job Fair will be held on May
candidates. The sign-up schedule . 5, from 10 am to 4 pm in the large
will be posted one week, to the ballroom of the SUB.
Some of the employers attendday, before the arrival on campus.
ing will be: Boeing, Bon Marche,
ARTS & SCIENCE MAJORS:
the following employers will have Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co., ·
Investors Diversified Services. J.
representatives at the Placement C. Penney's Co., Rainier National
Center to interview interested Bank, Sears, U S Civil Service, U S
candidates. The sign-up schedules Marine Corps, U S Small Business
will be posted one week, to Administration and State of Wash·
the day, before the arrival on
ington-Department of Personnel.
campus.
May 3 Lee Semon Men's Wear
Professional typist will do
(Retail Management Trainees-8
these, term paper, course work,
Stores)
etc. Call Gail 963-2803; after 5
May 5 Job Fair - See special
pm: 925-1727.
article - this publication.

Commuters undaunte.d
by Carter's energy message
By RICHARD BENOIT

Yakima students at Central
listened to President Carter's energy message last week with more
thaJl _a passin_gji;iterest. _
The possibility oi charging a
dollar for a gallon of gasoline is not
considered one of the brighter
prospects of the future by these
people, but a random sampling of
their reactions and opinions cqncerning the energy situation and
commuting does not lead one to
believe they feel commuters are an
endangered species.
Gary Masten started commuting
to Central from Yakima during the
winter quarter. Masten does not
feel a higher gasoline price would
make any differnce. According to
Masten, "Eventually gas will cost
more but people will still commute."
After talking with several commuters it becomes evident they
travel back and forth for a variety'
of reasons. Al Maletta began comm'l!ting in
January 1976. Maletta says he has
a home and family in Yakima and

Most commuters don't drive
further, there are many more
people like him who would like to their own car everyday, but are in
car pools.
finish their education.
Denny Schwyhart drives from
"I believe there will be an
increase of commuters in the · Yakima because he can live rentfuture," said Maletta. "It seems free there. He says he would be
the trend in college is shifting to willing to wait until 4 in the
students in their late twenties like afternoon for the return trip, even
myself, and people my age are if he didn't like it.
Commuting is not just confined
generally well established someto students on campus.
where."
Karen Backen is a cashier .in
Coy Moore has been driving
from Yakima since June 1976 and Mitchell Hall and has worked at
he feels commuters could save Central since 1972. She says . she
money and conserve energy if likes living in Yakima better than
some kind of "mini bus" service Ellensburg, but liked her job at
were provided between Yakima Central and didn't want to give it
and Ellensburg. Moore says if iup when her family moved.
Backen says that as a cashier
buses could leave Yakima at 8 and
9 in tlie morning and return at 1 she notices a drop off in the
.and 2 in the afternoon, students number of commuters during the
would use the buses and save winter quarter. She believes it is
probably due to the weather.
money.
Exact statistics on the number
Masten disagrees, though.
When asked about the "mini bus" of commuter students at Central
idea Masten said, "If people were are not available, according to Jan
willing to sacr~fice it might work, Gomez, a statistician who works in
but in my opinion they wouldn't the Institutional Studies Departgive up the freedom and comfort of ment. Gomez is a commuter herself and travels from Toppenish
their cars."
Others said they would use the which is about 15 miles south of
Yakima.
service, though.
-

.CENTRAL WASHINGTON

-

ORGAN RECITAL: . Henry
Eickhoff, professor of music at
Central will present an organ
recital on Sunday, May 1 at 4 pm. This program will feature selections from the Baroque era culminating with the music of J. S.
Bach.
Other composers represented
will be Frescobaldi, Muffat,
:austehude and Bohm. There will
be no admission charge although a
free-will offering will be taken in
order to help defray the expenses
for this series of musical events.
Eickhoff s presentation will mark
the end of the 1977 Kaynor
Memorial Organ Concert · Series.
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Party

1st Jump course taught by qualified

( U.S.P.A.) licensed instructors

CHESS: The First Annual
Ellensburg Open Championship
will be help April 30-May l, in
SUB 206. Registration begins at 9
am, Sat. April 30. First Round
begins at 9:30 am.
.
Trophies will be awarded in
these categories: 1st and 2nd place
overall, 1st High School and 1st
and 2nd under 15 years old.
Entry Fees: $2 over 15; $1 15
and under. Please bring chess set
and chess clock if you have them.

SUMMER JOBS: The Summer
Program for Economically Disadvantage-Youth, (SPEDY), is now
gearing up for operation in
Kittitas County again this year.
Program participants must be
14-21 years-old, with ·family incomes meeting federal poverty
guidelines. Participants work 2040 hours per week at nonprofit
agency worksites throughout the
county, and are paid through the
program.
SPEDY application are avail.able at the Student Employment
Service in the basement of Barge
Hall. Applications and information
are also available from Program
Coordinators Andi Brainerd and

..•

PARACHUTE CENTER

Kathy Derbawka at Kittitas
County Action Council, 115 W.
3rd, Ellensburg, 925-4064.

Pre-registration for the Job 1''air
will be from Noon to 5 pm, May 4
and 9 am to 2 pm, on May 5, in the
SUB Pit area. Information brochures will be provided to all
students registering for the Job
Fair. Registration is open to all
students-freshmen, sophomores,
juniors, seniors and graduate students.
The Job Fair is being sponsored
by -the Business & Economics
Club, Marketing Club, VICA, the
Aerospace Student Group and the
Career Planning & Placement
Center.

with the mellow
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Wine red and
white
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Winner of the coveted Gold
Medal at the Italian fair in
Venice, selected for the Italian
Food Festival in Milan, the most
popular wine at the Wine and
Cheese Show at the New York
. Colosseum--This wine has become the most popular Italian
wine in America in a few short
years.
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JAZZ PIANIST AND HIS GROUP
Also: Don LANPHERE AND JON PUGH with
the CWSC Jazz 1 Band and choir

.
mta HARDCORES

-
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only 24 days

Sat. May 21st

Last ~eeks & this weeks sweepstakes numbers
APRIL 18 - ·23

APRIL 11- 17
PETE
. JUDY ,
.DAVID
- JOE NICK
PHIL
DEBBIE
MERV
SHEILA
RANDY

107386
106027
106088
107452
106358
107338
l06290
106230
106237
107258

DENNIS
DAVE
JIM
JOHN
DOUG

105768
106447
106420
106429
106384

JULIE
ED
RON
JOE
JOHN

106419
106057
106383
106270
105791

JOHN
CLAY
LORI
FRANK
GARY

111084
105892
105911
105865
105977

BRUCE
JOHN
DOUG
BILL
DAVE

111035
111030
106309
106343
106496

LORI .
JOHN
PATSY
ROB
MIKE

106023
107637
106269
107268
107474

JANET
DEBBIE
KATHY
JIM
D_AN

107261
106087
106094
106241
107329

JOY
JULIE
LYNN
BILL
KIM

105999
106461
105905
106301
111023

SHIRLEY
CAROL
KANDY
MILLIE
TOM

110267
110370
106339
105969
111037

JIM
FRED
RICK
GLENN
MARY

111075
105895
105912
105910
105926

ALLEN

111083

SONJA
JIM
CLAUDIA
KAREN

106304
105864
105869
111073

'H OME & DORM 'DELIVERY
5 PeM. TILL ·2 A·. M.
.

.

925-1111 925-2222 GALLONS TO GO 2°0 (BYOJ)
BRING A GROUP
HAVE A GAS!!
BUCKETS ~ 0 & 7 50

